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ABSTRACT 

I generalize the leading log relations between low energy SU{3)QCD, SU{2)^ 

and U(1)Y effective gauge couplings to include all one-loop threshold effects of 

matter fields in oblique vector self energy quantum corrections for both super-

symmetric and non-supersymmetric SU(5) grand unified theories. These always 

involve an exactly conserved current from the unbroken SU(3)QCD X U{1)QED 

subgroup; this fact strongly constrains any non-decoupling of heavy states as well 

as the generic character of threshold effects. Relations between low energy gauge 

couplings depend on the details of the spectra of both the superheavy (M > 10 8 

GeV) and low mass (m < 10 TeV) sectors; I display the common origin of the 

logs appropriate to superheavy matter states, which can be found with well known 

renormalization group techniques, and the combination of logs and polynomials 

(and worse) appropriate for light matter states, which cannot. Relations between 

any two or all three low energy effective gauge couplings do not depend on the 

top quark or standard model Higgs' masses. Neither do they depend on neutral 

color singlet states such as other neutral color singlet Higgs' or higgsinos, sneutri-

nos, zinos or photinos. Further, they do not depend on degenerate SU(5) matter 

representations, of either spin 0 or spin i , of any mass; matter representations of 

SU(5) can affect such relations only if there is mass splitting within them. The b 

quark splitting from the r and vT can affect the relation between gauge couplings 

for |<jr2| ~ mj; as can hadronic resonances and multi-hadron states for lower |g 2 | . 

New mass-split representations of light states, such as occur in supersymmetric 

theories, can also affect such relations. A certain class of minimal supersymmetric 

SU(5) grand unified theories generically contains new light matter states m ~ Mz\ 

log and polynomial threshold effects may well play an important role in the com

parison of the precise predictions of such supersymmetric grand unified theories 

with high precision experimental measurements. The results here also hold for any 

larger grand unified gauge group Q 3 SU(5) D SU(3)QCD X SU(2)J X U(\)Y-
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Grand unified theories, especially supersymmetric theories , have recieved a 

great deal of attention concerning their low energy predictions for fermion masses 

and mixings and, at the leading log level, their predictions for high precision rela

tions between low energy gauge couplings . The first step in any high precision 

comparison of the predictions of theory with the results of experiment is the identi

fication of exactly which precisely calculable theoretical quantity has actually been 

measured in the realistic experimental setup; figuratively, the comparison must be 

of apples to apples, oranges to oranges. Real experimental data involves compli

cated experimental cuts (defined by the geometry, electronics, etc. of the detector) 

and certain aspects of data acquisition (such as data triggering) as well as format 

simplifications (such as the removal of QED bremstrahlung) in the display of the 

published data. To say the least, meaningful comparison to theoretical predictions 

must be done very carefully. For high precision electroweak physics, this problem 

has been solved, at least for accuracies corresponding to fractions of a percent . 

Apart from vertex, box, bremstrahlung and one particle irreducible two-loop con

tributions, high precision electroweak experiments measure the quantities entering 

into the "improved Born aproximation" of the low energy scattering and anni

hilation of massless fermions in four-fermion processes. In particular, experiments 

done at low momentum transfer | ? 2 | <C 1 T e V 2 measure the effective gauge cou

plings gKq2) , gZiq2) a n d dKq2) corresponding to the low energy gauge groups 

U(1)Y , SU(2)f and SU(3)QCD where the hypercharge Y and third component of 

weak isospin ^3 are related to the electromagnetic charge; Q = I3 + \Y. The bare 

and effective couplings of the respective subgroups are related by 5 

I9WW =jgT^-m'yQ^ 

1 1 - *iW) (S3%2))2 {ghre? 

where 3, Q, Y, and g indicate J3, electric charge, ^Y hypercharge and color 
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matter currents respectively. The IPs include only matter fields; these are to be 

carefully distinguished from gauge bosons, Goldstone bosons and ghosts. The real 

and imaginary parts of analytic functions are denoted by 3J and S. A detailed 

account of the oblique vector particle self energy functions Iiij(q2), along with 

the integrals appearing in them can be found elsewhere . g\aTe with i = 1,2,3 

is the appropriate bare gauge coupling constant appearing in the bare Lagrangian 

of the SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l) low energy theory and also in the bare grand unified 

theory. The notation g* = g*(q2) is used for the effective running couplings where 

the * indicates a function of the appropriate momentum transfer q2. A crucial 

observation is that the vector boson self-energies appearing in the renormalization 

of gauge couplings contain at least one exactly conserved matter current from the 

unbroken subgroup SU(3)QCD X U(1)QED a n d s o c a n be written II^,, = (q26fiV — 

<7/j<7j>)lI'(<jf2). The three II' functions then include all ° n e loop threshold effects 

from matter fields: logs, polynomials, everything. 

Now write the leading log renormalization group relation between the gauge 

couplings of the SU(3), SU(2) and U(l)y subgroups of minimal supersymmetric 

SU(5), usually written sin28 ~ ^ + jz;;9^ (and satisfied by LEP data) , instead 

in the more revealing way [-4- — 4-V + |-V] Mi = 0 where | g 2 | <C 1 TeV2 

»i 92 ° 93 leading In—G^T 
and the cancellation of the huge logs involving 

Q2 ,™2SUSY < ( 1 0 T e V ? o r Mw 
and the grand unified scale MQUT is explicit. This is clearly nothing more than 

the leading log approximation to the exact relation 

_J 4- i_ + I-J—=0 (2) 
{gbare)2 {gbare)2 ^ 3 {gbare)2 ^ > 

which is enforced by the symmetry and Clebsch-Gordon coefficients of SU(5). The 

generalization of the leading log relation to include aU_ oblique one loop threshold 

effects of matter fields consists only of rewriting (2)in terms of the experimentally 

measured effective gauge couplings g* using (1): 

(kr+w'^-i{W+m'^+l{Uy [< W + mYQ} ~ 4 < Z 7 « + * n W + 5 < 7 ^ 2 + m ' , A > = ° (3) 
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All one loop threshold information about matter fields contained in the relation 

between the three low energy gauge couplings is therefore stored in a single function 

Asub if I write (3)in the form 

5 *+U«hcD+ 20 ASU> ( 4 ) 

ASUi(Q2) = 16*m'YQ - 4 ^ 0 + 7-U'gg} 

Here the usual notation for the electromagnetic coupling J-T^ + T4T2 = j? and 
9 e 2 e2 

the sine-squared of the weak mixing angle s% = T-fe is used with CXQED — -^ 

and CH*QQD = ±~ all functions, along with the IPs, evaluated at the experi

mental momentum transfer q2; si, <XQCD a n c ^ aQED a r e then *^ e experimentally 

measured quantities. The expressions (3)and (4)include the Dyson resummation 

S"^o°(l loop)71 and so automatically resum leading logs. More general than the 

supersymmetric SU(5) starting point, they are correct for an arbitrary SU(5) grand 

unified theory with an arbitrary set of SU(5) matter representations. 

The combination of oblique vector self energies appropriate to SU(5) must be 

ultraviolet finite for any SU(5) matter representation; it is not sufficient that it 

be finite for just supersymmetric SU(5). To see this, one need only remember 

that supersymmetric SU(5) is just a special case of SU(5); the process of super-

symmetrization consists only of choosing specific spin 0 and spin ^ SU(5) mat ter 

representations with careful matching of the SU(5) quantum numbers of R parity 

R = 0 and R ^ 0 states. Indeed, the combination Asu&

 l s ultraviolet finite for 

• Although discussion of this point is beyond the scope of this paper, care has been taken here 
for quantum loops involving gauge bosons, Goldstone bosons and ghosts, to include certain 
"universal" vertex and box parts in order to cancel gauge dependent pole contributions in 
vector self energies and yield gauge invariant results . When this is done, the huge logs 
~ In j ^ ' 2 ' T « 60 cancel in (3)and (4)for minimal supersymmetric SU(5). Such logs may 
reappear for arbitrary SU(5) Higgs' sectors or in the presence of new large heirarchies; it 
would then be more interesting to study a different combination of the exact equations 
(P^Tja - f (p^Tjj = 0 and (gu\e)2 ~ ( jp : )? = ° w h e r e s u c h l o S s i n m o s t P a r t cancel. 
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both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric SU(5) matter representations. 

Equally revealing are the decoupling and non-decoupling properties of Asus • 

These are profoundly constrained by the central result of (3)and (4); the oblique 

vector self energies appropriate to the relation between the three low energy gauge 

couplings contain at most one spontaneously broken current and at least one cur

rent from the unbroken SU(3)QCD X U{\)QED subgroup. One consequence of this 

lies in the change in the relation between the three effective low energy gauge cou

plings as the experimental momentum transfer q2 changes from spacelike 1 GeV2 

to the timelike Z pole: 

lw~iw+lubh'=-Mi) ~ l w _ *w+tjk?]v-iomy^ (5) 
= ^ri-^sudl2 = -M2

Z) + ASUi(q2 = lGeV2)} 
1D7T 

Equation (5)is protected by exact global symmetries from heavy states and there

fore obeys a decoupling theorem; SU(5) matter representations, all of whose mem

bers are very heavy compared to the Z mass, Mith m e r n h e r o f Sus representation > 

Mz, decouple from the running of all three low energy gauge couplings between 

1 GeV and the Z mass. This is true even if there are global SU(2)I+R breaking 

mass splittings within the SU(5) representation, Mi ^ Mj. 

f The combination Sug^t proposed by A.E. Faraggi and B. Grinstein ( SSCL-Preprint-496, 
WIS-93/61 / JTJLY-PH, August, 1993) in their eqn. (3.14) is not ultraviolet finite for ar
bitrary matter representations of SU(5); their relation (3.13) between the three low energy 
gauge couplings is incorrect. Even if this ultraviolet divergence is ignored, taking their result 
seriously for q2 = —M\ would predict that top quark non-decoupling ~ m 2 , that the rela
tion between the three gauge couplings depends on neutral color singlet Higgs'and higgsinos, 
sneutrinos and weak neutral gauginos, and that the relation between gauge couplings would 
be affected by a new degenerate quark and lepton generation of mass m ~^> Mz; all of these 
predictions, which follow from the appearance in their formulae of oblique loops involving 
more than one spontaneously broken current, are incorrect. Their expression 6sin29 in eqn. 
(3.11), which enters the relation between the two low energy electroweak gauge couplings, 
is also incorrect; both this and Slight disagree with the results of the renormalization group 
"run and match" analysis 1 1" 3"* 1 of the broken SU(5) — SU(3)QCD X U{\)QED theory 
in the appropriate limits. Further, because they impose three mutually inconsistent condi
tions (3.8, 3.9, 3.10) on gauge couplings, their SU(5) quantum field theory is mathematically 
self-inconsistent. 
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The ultraviolet divergences in (4)and (3)cancel only in the grand unified theory; 

they will not cancel for arbitrary matter representations of SU(3) x SU(2) x U(l). 

It follows that low energy high precision measurements can give information about 

grand unified matter representations, even for new states at the superheavy grand 

unified scale MQUT * • This is very important for the study of threshold effects; 

SU(5) matter representations in which there is mass splitting between states do 

not, in certain circumstances, decouple from the relation between the three low en

ergy gauge couplings at a given q2 if the split states are electrically charged or color 

non-singlets. It is important to remember that , because (3)and (4)give a relation 

between gauge couplings, rather than dimensionful quantities arising from spon

taneous symmetry breaking, any potential non-decoupling can increase at most 

~ Injf, rather than as powers ~ —'„$ ; as -jf—• oo. (This is in contrast with 

the global SU(2)L+R breaking p parameter which relates dimensionful quantities 

such as the precise W and Z masses.) In consequence, the non-decoupling of su

perheavy states in (4)is entirely defined by the ultraviolet divergence structure of 

the theory and therefore (since gauge couplings are at most logarithmically diver

gent) is completely logarithmic; there are no polynomial threshold corrections from 

superheavy matter states to relations between low energy gauge couplings in either 

supersymmetric or non-supersymmetric grand unified SU(5). This is illustrated by 

rederiving, in the formalism of this paper, the results of reference 4 . They identify 

three classes of superheavy states which enter minimal supersymmetric SU(5) -

gauge boson supermultiplets V, heavy components H of the SU(5) chiral multiplet 

in which the Higgs' doublets lie, and the remnants £ of the superheavy particles 

which induced the breaking SU(5) —> SU(3) x SU{2) x U(l) - and assign particles 

within a class a common mass My, MJJ or M-%. A simple calculation including all 

log and polynomial threshold effects gives 

A / W2N 2, MV 6 , My mlMl Ml Ml. 
AsuA-MlUe^,, = -In— - -In— + 0 ( s f - ^ ) (6) 

Note the absence of any polynomials ~ —'j^j ' with ijj^k from the superheavy 

sector beyond those from expansion of renormalization group logs. 
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There is another important consequence, for non-decoupling, of the presence 

of at least one exactly conserved SU(3)QCD X U(1)QED current in the oblique 

vector self energies appropriate to relations between the gauge couplings. It has 

been known for some time that heavy degenerate chiral fermions with axial vector 

couplings do not necessarily decouple from low energy electroweak processes 

. A global SU(2)L+R conserving non-decoupling contribution from heavy degener

ate fermions was identified 6 s and classified as affecting only relations between 

electroweak observables which have become dimensionful as a result of sponta

neous symmetry breaking . That particular non-decoupling effect does not occur 

in grand unified relations between dimensionless low energy gauge couplings. For 

example, Asu& is uninfluenced by the addition of a degenerate fourth generation of 

quarks and leptons, all of whose members have a common mass m, even if m ~ Mz-

Indeed, Asub is independent of degenerate SU(5) matter representations, of either 

spin 0 or spin 5, of any mass. 

My attention now turns to threshold corrections from low mass states with 

masses m < 10 TeV. Here, both logs and polynomials will appear, depending on 

the experimental momentum transfer q2. The simplest example is the effect of 

the three known generations of quarks and leptons. Because, in the absence of 

Majorana masses, the left-handed top quark t and right-handed top quark tc are 

degenerate, and because they appear in the same H) representation of SU(5) and 

cancel each other's contribution, Asu& does not depend on ra<op at all; the top 

quark is unable to affect relations between the three low energy gauge couplings 

even if rn2 ~ \q \. Relation (4)receives only negligible ~ jj& threshold corrections 

from the three known quark and lepton generations on the Z resonance where 

—q2 = Af| >• m j . On the other hand, because the b quark is split from its vT and 

r partners in the H) and 5, there are threshold corrections for lower \q2\ ~ m\ 

A 5 t / S ( k 2 | ~ m}) = -%{Bz(q2,mb,mb) - B3(q2,0,0)} (7) 

This integral has, of course, a rich and complicated log and polynomial structure 



; for q2 = | m | , -4mj, and -M\ it gives Asu& ~ +-2, - . 2 5 and O(jjp-) re

spectively. It serves as a first simple example of combination log and polynomial 

threshold behavior. Another example lies in corrections to the results of reference 

from low mass supersymmetric states. Imagine that the low mass particles have 

a complicated and interesting split spectrum, m; for the i low mass electrically 

charged and/or color non-singlet state, where some of the states are not too much 

heavier (and some might even be lighter) than Mz\ these splittings will induce 
2 

polynomial threshold effects ~ jfr as well as logs. It is beyond the scope of this 

paper to investigate the detailed polynomial threshold corrections to relations be

tween low energy gauge couplings in any specific supersymmetric model . Still, a 

certain subclass of supersymmetric SU(5) models generically contains such light 

states and they could contribute polynomial threshold effects to (4). A simple 

example is in order. Assume for simplicity that the squark and slepton superpart-

ners of the three known generations of quarks and leptons all have a common mass 

msuSY except the superpartner t of the left-handed top quark and the superpart-

ner tc of the right-handed top quark; these I take to be eigenstates. Now calculate 

the squark and slepton contribution to Asu& • Because of the mass degeneracy, all 

three 5 generations cancel as do the lj)'s corresponding to the first two generations. 

Within the third generation JJ), the b and fc components cancel each other even if 

m2

SUSY ~ \q2\ • Because the i and ic lie within the same 10. and are split, there 

remains 

^sudl2) = —^{Bi3(q2,mh m f ) - Bu(q2,mic, m j j } (8) 

The integral Bn too has a rich and complicated log and polynomial structure for 

rn~ and/or m? ~ |<72| so the relation (4)on the Z resonance will receive polynomial 

threshold corrections from the t — tc splitting. Non-decoupling for light states is 

also just logarithmic; as both i and ic become heavy, Asu<, ~* 3^™~N Although 

the contributions (7)and (8)are probably not experimentally observable, the point 

of principle remains intact; splittings within light SU(5) representations can con

tribute polynomial as well as logarithmic threshold effects to the SU(5) relation 
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between the three low energy effective gauge couplings. 

The presence of at least one current from the unbroken subgroup SU(3)QCD X 

U(1)QED m the appropriate oblique corrections to relations between low energy 

gauge couplings has another strong consequence; relations between any two or 

three low energy gauge couplings in supersymmetric or non-supersymmetric SU(5) 

depend only on electrically charged and/or color nonsinglet matter fields and are 

independent of colorless neutral matter fields. In particular, such relations do not 

depend on the standard model Higgs'. Neither do they depend on other neutral 

color singlet Higgs' or higgsinos, sneutrinos or neutral color singlet gauginos, such 

as weak zinos or photinos. 

In addition to the above relation (4)between the three low energy gauge cou

plings, there exist in SU(5), of course, relations between any two gauge couplings. 

At leading log, the price is that such relations will certainly depend on the super

heavy gauge boson masses ~ ^n"$f even if all superheavy matter representations 

are degenerate with further dependence on the details of the superheavy spec

t rum if they are not . The derivation of these relations to include all oblique one 

loop threshold effects of matter fields is as before; in order to obtain a relation 

between g\ and g\ simply rewrite the exact equation , fcar^2 — | , blre\2 — 0 in terms 

of the effective gauge couplings in the improved Born approximation at momentum 

transfer q2 using (1): 

K(^)2 + mYQ} - Ii^2 + m'*Q}y = ° (9) 

All oblique one-loop information about matter fields which can be obtained from 

the relation between the SU(2)j- and U(l)y gauge couplings is therefore contained 

in a single function &su5 if I rewrite (9)in the equivalent form 1 2 

3 2

 aQED-x n 

8 4 „ (10) 
ASUs = 167rft{II^ - - n ' Q Q } 

where, as usual, everything is evaluated at the same q2. 
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Beyond its Injjjj*- dependence, the non-decoupling and threshold properties of 

Asub resemble closely those of Asu$- The running of (10), analogous with equa

tion (5), from one low q2 to another is independent of all heavy matter states, 

split or degenerate. Asu-> d ° e s not depend on neutral states (and, in particular, 

it does not depend on the standard model Higgs'), is independent of degenerate 

SU(5) matter representations of either spin 0 or spin ^ and has only logarithmic 

non-decoupling dependence on split superheavy states. It also does not depend on 

mt0p. Therefore, neither the top quark or the standard model Higgs' are able to in

fluence the SU(5) relation between the two low energy electroweak gauge couplings 
aQED a n < ^ 5 * o r ^ e region between the three low energy effective gauge couplings 

<x%Ej), s2 and OLQCD. As( / S (g 2 = — M | ) is similarly unaffected by the three known 

quark and lepton generations while both log and polynomial threshold effects oc

cur for lower \q2\; ASUs(\q2\ ~ m 2 ) = i${B3(q2,mb,mb) - Bz{q2,0,0)}. Within 

the simple supersymmetric SU(5) model studied in equation (8), the same sorts of 

cancellations occur leaving Asj / S (g 2 ) = — ̂ 3?{5i3(q 2 ,m^,m^) — BiZ(q2,rrif , m j )} 

with a rich and complicated log and polynomial structure for m~ and/or m? ~ \q2\; 

the relation (10)on the Z resonance will therefore receive both log and polynomial 

threshold corrections from the t — tc splitting. 

Comparison of the predictions of SU(5) with measurements of s2(q2 w 0) (from 

€~v scattering or, more speculatively, parity non-conservation in hydrogen) serves 

to illustrate the power of (10)over renormalization group techniques; it involves 

hadronic resonances and multi-hadron states and is properly described by neither 

logs or polynomials. Since (because of causality) the IPs are analytic functions 

As£/5(<72 = 0) =ASUAQ2) 
0 

- 1 6 ^ / tfyff-^WQltf)2] - flWf,')2]} ( U ) 

—oo 

where V indicates the principle part. The point q2 is chosen so that ASU5{<12) is cal

culable in perturbation theory; the properly subtracted dispersion integral ( l l ) in-

cludes a sum over experimental e + e - —• hadrons data separated in isospin . The 
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lesson is clear; although precise threshold effects can be quite complicated, they are 

still given, when calculable, by (4)and (10). Of course, hadronic threshold effects 

are incalculable in Asub(<l2 ~ 0). 

In Figure 1, s2(q2 = —M§) is displayed in minimal SU(5) . Here the com

plete standard model results for the II's are used and so automatically include all 

standard model threshold effects in Asus • Quark and lepton masses are taken at 

their experimental values with m< o p = 150 GeV. ctQED(q2 = 0) = 1 3 7 0 3 6 is used 

as experimental input with the usual hadronic dispersion relation , including all 

threshold effects such as the appearance of the p,w,(f> and J / ^ resonances as well 

as multi-hadron states, included in the running up to <XQED(Q2 = ~^z) = T2F658" 

Remember that the running of the electromagnetic coupling involves the combi-

nation A ^ ) ^ = 16ir^{WQQ(q2) - WQQ(0)} (where I I ' Q Q .= U'YQ + U'3Q) which, 

protected by the exact global U{\)QED charge symmetry, satisfies the usual de

coupling theorem. The resulting experimental uncertainty from the dispersion 

relation &hadronicsl — ±.0003 appears as the thickening of the lines in Figure 

1. The standard model contribution of W bosons is also included in the loops. 

For simplicity, all superheavy states are given a common mass Mx', it is the pole 

mass of the superheavy states, rather than an ambiguously defined grand uni

fied scale, which enters (10). The non-observation of proton decay in the channel 

p —* e +7r implies (after renormalization of the appropriate operator) a lower limit 

Mx > 1.6 x 1 0 1 5 GeV; this is plotted as the vertical line in Figure 1. When 

s2(—M%) is plotted against Mx, the qualitative result is, of course, famous ; the 

experimental value s1(—M§) = .2313 ± .001 together with the limit from proton 

decay imply that minimal SU(5) is ruled out at the > 5<x level. 

Figure 1 also displays sl(—M|) from a supersymmetric SU(5) theory . For 

pedagogical reasons, a particularly simple particle spectrum is chosen; all charged 

and/or color non-singlet superheavy states have a common mass Mx, R parity 

R ^ 0 states corresponding to superpartners of states in the standard model have 

a common mass // as do the extra charged Higgs' and their superpartners. Also 

displayed in Figure 1 are results for the simplest supersymmetric E& model, 
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which includes an additional U(l) and neutral Z' which cannot contribute to Asu& 

for -wf- <C 1. Again, the qualitative result of Figure 1 is famous ; supersymmet-
Mz> 

ric grand unified theories predict higher sl(-M^) and higher Mx while avoiding 

conflict with nucleon decay experiments. 
[41 

The lesson of Figure 1, equation (6)and reference is that relations between 

gauge couplings in grand unified theories depend on the details of the superheavy 

spectrum. Beyond issues of personal taste, the spectrum of masses M > 10 8 GeV 

can be arbitrarily complicated and generic predictive power of (4)and (10)is lost. 

Add to this the issue of log and polynomial threshold effects from the detailed 

low mass m < 10 TeV spectrum in supersymmetric models and it is clear 

that , for arbitrary soft supersymmetry breaking sectors, supersymmetric grand 

unified models contain enough parameters to saturate almost any high precision 

measurement of the relation between any two or three low energy gauge couplings. 

The result is quite worrisome; all generic low energy high precision predictive power 

of supersymmetric grand unified theories for relations between gauge couplings has 

been lost. Most distressing is that the study of high precision relations between 

gauge couplings is certainly unable to generically disentangle the contributions of 

superheavy states from those of the low mass superpartner sector 
f2l 

Recently, a certain subclass of minimal supersymmetric SU(5) models has 

come under close scrutiny because they "naturally" impose strong constraints on 

the soft supersymmetry breaking terms at the grand unified scale MQUT a n < l a l s ° 

have a highly constrained pattern of fermion masses and mixings. Further, their 

superpotential imposes strong constraints on the superheavy mass spectrum and, 

therefore, its logarithmic threshold effects. Most interesting, though, is that this 

subclass generically contains light states mug^t ~ Mz- Threshold effects of such 

particles cannot be analyzed with the leading log behavior of the renormalization 

group. Rather, they are precisely given by equations (4)and (10). It is beyond the 

scope of this paper to examine log and polynomial threshold effects for any specific 

grand unified model; the interest of this paper lies in pointing out the origin and 

generic existence of such effects, along with the generic character of any potential 
13 



non-decoupling. Still, threshold effects in this class of minimal supersymmetric 

models, which have an interesting non-degenerate light particle spectrum, may 

give important corrections to relations between the effective low energy gauge cou

plings measured in high precision experiments via (4)and (10). On the other hand, 

since strong constraints are imposed on relations between gauge couplings by the 

necessary appearance of exactly conserved SU(3)QCD X U{\)QED currents, this 

class of theories may give only negligible contributions to Asub and Asub for most 

of its parameter space; in that case, high precision experimental determinations of 

low energy gauge couplings may give strong generic constraints on supersymmetric 

SU(5) theories. 

The philosophy of this paper, which follows closely that of reference , differs 

dramatically from that of the usual "run and match" renormalization group anal

ysis 1 . It is also far more powerful for the purposes of comparison between 

low energy high precision observables. No mention has been made here of any 

renormalization scale ft2 or of operators evaluated at superhigh energies E ~ Mx; 

neither do I refer to ambiguously denned quantities such as a grand unification 

scale MGUT, subgroup gauge couplings g\{McUT), 92{MGUT), 9Z(MGUT) evalu

ated there, or even of a grand unified gauge coupling g^MouT) evaluated there. 

Instead, relations between low energy high precision observables are shown to fol

low simply from the symmetries and dynamical Ward identities of the bare SU(5) 

Lagrangian as well as those of its subset, the bare SU(S)QCD X SU{2)J X U{l)y 

Lagrangian. Low energy SU(5) calculations are done on their own terms here. 

Of course, the results of the formalism presented in this paper agree with the re

sults of the renormalization group run and match analysis of the broken 5(7(5) —> 

SU(3)QCD X U(1)QED theory when the mass spectra of new states is very heavy 

compared to the experimental momentum transfer; in that case, both new light 

states (|<jf2| <C m2 < lOOTeV 2) and superheavy states will contribute only logs, in 

analogy with equation (6). For much lighter states {m2- ~ |<?2|), the renormalization 

group analysis is, of course, inadequate, and the full equations (4)and (10)must be 

used. 
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Although, for reasons of clarity and pedagogy, I have here concentrated on 

SU(5), all of the results of this paper apply to any larger grand unified gauge 

group a , such as 5 0 ( 1 0 ) , with Q D SU{5) D SU{3)QCD X SU(2)r x f / ( l )y . This 

is because the relations between bare and effective low energy gauge couplings 

( l)as well as the exact grand unified relations between bare gauge couplings (2)and 

g**" = g\are still hold. 

The results of this paper differ qualitatively from the previous renormalization 

group leading log 4 analysis. Two important points of principle are to be insisted 

upon: Firstly, the quantitative results from the expressions Asus

 a n ( i Asus include 

all calculable oblique one loop low energy threshold contributions (logs, polyno

mials, hadronic resonances for ASUS(Q2 W 0)> everything) to relations between 

any two or three low energy gauge couplings from SU(5) matter representations 

and are far more accurate than is possible using one loop renormalization group 

techniques. Two loop renormalization group effects can then be added by hand. 

Secondly, the technique of equations (1), (3)and (9)is able to identify with great 

accuracy which quantities are measured in high precision experiments and com

pare theoretical calculations with these; apples are compared to apples, oranges to 

oranges. 

In this paper, I have generalized the leading log relations between low en

ergy gauge couplings to include all oblique one loop threshold effects from matter 

fields in both supersymmetric and non-supersymmetric SU(5). In all cases the 

character of these threshold effects, and any potential non-decoupling, is deeply 

constrained by the appearance of exactly conserved currents from the unbroken 

SU{Z)QCD X U{\)QED subgroup. I have displayed the common origin of the logs 

due to split superheavy matter states, which can be found with renormalization 

group techniques, and the combinations of logs and polynomials (and, in the case 

of hadrons, resonant and multi-hadron terms) appropriate to light matter states, 

which cannot be found with renormalization group techniques. I have shown that 

oblique one loop SU(5) relations between any two or all three low energy effective 

gauge couplings do not depend on the top quark or standard model Higgs' masses. 
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Such relations also do not depend on neutral color singlet states, such as other neu

tral color singlet Higgs, or, in supersymmetric SU(5), sneutrinos, zinos, photinos or 

neutral color singlet higgsinos. Neither do they depend on degenerate SU(5) matter 

representations, of either spin 0 or spin | , of any mass. The splitting between the 

b quark and its SU(5) partners, the vT and r , generates both log and polynomial 

threshold effects for relations between gauge couplings at \q2\ ~ m^. Splitting be

tween new low mass states, such as occur in supersymmetric theories, can also gen

erate both log and polynomial corrections. Certain minimal supersymmetric SU(5) 

theories, which control the spectrum of superheavy states while generically produc

ing a complicated mass split spectrum of light states, may contribute important 

polynomial threshold effects as well as logs to relations between low energy gauge 

couplings, especially near the Z resonance. For very heavy spectra ro? ;> |^ 2 | , the 

results of the formalism presented here agree with the results of the renormaliztion 

group "run and match" analysis in the broken SU(5) —> SU(3)QCD X U(1)QED 

theory. All of the results of this paper (logs, polynomials, everything) also hold for 

any larger grand unified gauge group Q D 5(7(5) D SU(3)QCD X SU(2)f x U(l)y. 

With the techniques introduced here, high precision experimental results can be 

compared reliably with the theoretical predictions of grand unified theories. 

DISCLAIMER 
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